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 . DirectX: Version 10. right for the pain, though — the trailer is beautiful. Check it out and let us know what you think in the comments. And while you’re at it, grab a copy of the video game! — Editor 90. The Double Life of Véronique, 4:44 The other video we were sent of Yann Tiersen’s film was an official trailer, and it looked a lot more polished than that first clip. It’s a short film, one of the
most well-crafted shorts of this year (really, the whole of this year, but we’ll leave that for another time). Set in the 1980s in France, it has an intro that promises “tentacles, sex and David Bowie,” and from the trailer it looks like that last bit really is the case. What makes this trailer so interesting is that it doesn’t have any music in it, and it’s the only piece we’ve seen from this film. The soundtrack for
Véronique — the first Yann Tiersen movie I saw — was released in 2011, and although it’s a little bit shorter than this trailer, I was really surprised by how good it was. I’m hoping this music is made for this film. (It’s not.) We’re looking forward to seeing more! — Editor 91. First Kill, 2:58 Director Kyle Swan’s new feature is a slasher flick starring James Russo and Will Sasso (Penn & Teller, The
Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor), and it’s built around a rather unique idea: during a zombie outbreak, people that get bitten are given a choice. The film is a beautiful mess of a movie, one that spends so much time worrying about what it wants to be that it’s ultimately unable to get anywhere. It’s a shame, because it’s also chock-full of really good ideas and one of the best performances of

2016. And it’s pretty damn cool. (It’s also a zombie comedy!) — Editor 92. The Cured, 3:27 This is a really great little short that started production last year but premiered at Frightfest in September. The movie is about a woman who gets caught up in a world of horror after going to 82157476af
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